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if you want to get the best possible result on your bending process in all cases computes bend autopol is the software you need. the program is designed for maximum compatibility with the latest developments in the cnc market. design 2d or 3d assemblies and check their fit in the real world. cut out your parts, add
components or change the overall appearance. then simulate it in 3d. computes bend autopol is an innovative tool for all machining and programming tasks in the manufacturing of metal parts. laser equipped 3d printers are used more and more often to produce prototypes. but the fact remains that 3d printing
software is very expensive. computes bend autopol is an innovative tool for all machining and programming tasks in the manufacturing of metal parts. using computes bend autopol you can see the final shape of the parts in advance. and you can make the necessary modifications to your program and parts manually
or using the design software. automatically calculate the optimal bending sequence, check the parts for interference and decide which tools to use and which sequence to use. save your program in advance and run it when needed. a good cad design is important for the overall success of your project. but a good cad
program costs money. computes bend autopol is an innovative tool for all machining and programming tasks in the manufacturing of metal parts. using computes bend autopol you can see the final shape of the parts in advance. and you can make the necessary modifications to your program and parts manually or
using the design software. automatically calculate the optimal bending sequence, check the parts for interference and decide which tools to use and which sequence to use. save your program in advance and run it when needed.
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bending cycle duration is defined by the operator. no time limit is imposed on the program. however, in the case of tool changes, the software automatically marks the end of the previous bending cycle and the beginning of the next cycle. if the user indicates that they are ready for the next bending sequence the
software will end the cycle and if necessary automatically starts the next one. in addition to the complete, online programming software, autopol software is available in a different version for the offline, batch programming of cnc machines. the bendsim module is included in this offline version for the simulation of
bending sequences. a cnc machine is programmed by typing the g-code into a cnc program. a cnc program is usually in the form of a text file. the cnc program in the autopol software is designed to simulate how a cnc machine will make a part, in the context of the bending sequence. the program also allows the

simulation of the changing condition of a bending die as it is used to make the part. the simulation results are in the form of visual aids that show the tool head in motion. when all of the visual aids are removed, the simulation results are in the form of g-code. the bendsim module of autopol works in connection with
autocad. this allows the simulation of bending sequences in autocad. the bendsim module is compatible with autocad versions 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2012. the use of the bendsim module in autocad is free. autocad is available for download from autodesk at . computes bend autopol can be used to transfer

measurement results from one part to another. you can easily set up a parameter for every bend section and merge these automatically, or can save the individual values as a separate master product. this makes it possible to create the correct bending program offline or on a computer with autopol. a cad file can be
opened directly in autopol. this means that all the data is visible and that further bending simulations are possible. 5ec8ef588b
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